MBG Group-leader meeting at Horisont 15 December 2022
Agro Food Park 10, 8200 Aarhus

Agenda
08:15 – 09:15  Breakfast
09:15 – 09:20  Welcome by Erik
09:20 – 10:30  Structure of the new education by Charlotte Rohde Knudsen and Claus Oxvig
   Workshop #1 in groups, plenum sharing
   Outcome:
   •  Input to the education
10:30 – 10:45  Coffee break
10:45 – 12:00  Content and application of supportive courses (støttefag) by Charlotte Rohde Knudsen and Claus Oxvig
   Presentation: Reconstruction of Calculus Alpha; Andreas Basse-O’Connor (course responsible), Department of Mathematics
   Workshop #2 in groups, plenum sharing
   Outcome:
   •  Mutual understanding and clarification of diverse needs in different fields
12:00 – 13:00  Lunch
13:00 – 16:00  Digitality in educations; workshop #3 facilitated by Mads Ronald Dahl and Dorte Sidselmann Rossen, Centre for Educational Development
   Outcome:
   •  Clarification of digital competences acquired in educations
16:00 – 17:00  Sharing of equipment; joint applications by Erik Østergaard Jensen
   Workshop #4 in groups, plenum sharing
   Outcome:
   •  A list of existing equipment we can share
   •  A list of equipment we need to procure
   o  Who will participate in applications?
17:00 – 18:00  Sharing of laboratories, increased social contact and collaboration by Erik Østergaard Jensen
   Workshop #5 in groups, plenum sharing
   Outcome:
   •  A plan for optimizing the utilization of resources
18:00  Dinner